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but we dont need to talk about how the details are coming back to me. its not the details that drag me back to the episodes over and over, its the characters. scotty, picard, sela, worf, guinan, data, tng has a crew of amazing characters that were just as interesting as the ship. so whenever any of
them change or the show adds a new character like garth or wesley, i remember their faces and their moments on the show. the same isnt true for tos, despite having a large, talented cast in tng. its almost like each season of tng was a new feature length movie, while tos was more like a long running

sitcom. i guess thats why i love deep space 9 so much, there are so many characters, so many nuances, so many great moments. we have the biggest, strongest character cast in a lot of tng episodes. so its a rough call, but i think its really hard to give an episode of tng a good score when its got a
crappy, one dimensional main character. you cant admire a trek episode in which everyones talking about aliens and theology if the main character doesnt get to have a single thought, be it about relationships, morality, or anything else. of course, theres a good number of characters on tng like that,

but its just not the main focus. its like a volkswagen beetle. great to look at, cheap to own, fun for the kids to ride around in, but whats the point if its a monocle and its got no doors? so what do i think are good scores for star trek tng? in no particular order, from worst to best, the first 2 seasons of tng.
13 episodes, 2/3 of a season, or about 40-45 minutes each. i will give it a 5/10, 2/10, or its better to say 5/10. its definitely not the worst tng episode, but its not the best either. nothing to write home about. it was ok.
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there's a comic-book convention happening next weekend and michael tyler, the director of content for cbs digital, is leading a panel on the behind-the-scenes making of the episode "the perfect mate." he invited me to be on the panel so i could answer any questions you may have about the making of the dvd.
just so you know, i'm not saying what the answers will be. i'll just get them out of the way so they can be explained during the panel. so we know it's taking longer than usual to get this blu-ray out, and paramount is understandably emphasizing the need to get the show online before their fall season starts in

october. as a result, the release date is moved up, originally to september 22, and it'll be available digitally for next-day netflix viewing. however, we'll get the final product physically a couple of weeks sooner than that, though the specifics aren't being revealed. almost anything that can go wrong will go wrong
with this release. on one hand, the blue streak on a single frame of film is just one pixel, and although the issue is visible in the frame, we dont typically see this much degradation in the blu-ray version. the problem here is that the blue streak on a single frame out of hundreds is so prevalent that there is no way
for the blu-ray version to get any sort of clean boost. it will be best to keep your eyes open for this blue streak in the final product. what’s also possible is that the blue streak issue impacts not just this episode, but all blu-ray versions of the episode. we’ll check this out after watching the episode before making a

decision on whether the blu-ray version affects future releases. 5ec8ef588b
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